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Set in a fantasy art-deco
style universe based off of
the original Heroclix comic
book of the same name,
Heroclix: Return to the
Source is a tabletop fantasy
miniatures game that focuses
on a combat system where
players use powerful magical
characters to destroy their
opponents. The setting allows
for players to customize their
own iconic characters, and
the gameplay encourages
each type of character to use
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its distinctive abilities to
perform whatever combo
they can in order to destroy
their opponents. Each turn,
players reveal and roll four
dice to try and deal more
damage to their opponents
than they can defend
against. When a character
lands the first hit, they score.
After the round, players can
decide whether to build new
characters, gain experience
points, or spend points on the
effects in their power deck to
increase their power. You can
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enjoy Heroclix: Return to the
Source on Google Play
Heroclix: Return to the
Source on Google Play
Heroclix: Return to the
Source on Amazon Heroclix:
Return to the Source on
Steam Follow us on Twitter:
Subscribe to us on Reddit:
Like us on Facebook:
Subscribe to our YouTuber:
Voiceover by_Blackguard16
Music by Danny "DarkSkull"
Skinner ( -~-~~-~~~-~~-~-
Please watch: "How to create
your own Throne of Oblivion
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character - Part 1"
-~-~~-~~~-~~-~- 12
characters that need a new
skin added to their respective
characters. This is part 1 of
my skin series. I will be
adding skins for all of the
currently out playable
characters starting with
colossus prime. These skins
are meant for the current
build of the game using
legacy characters. They will
have rainbow artifacts
applied to them. PLEASE
REBLOG THIS AND SHARE!
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Features Key:
Expands gameplay possibilities of land based experience
Scales playability from level 0 to 5000+ in single player

Sea++ on Steam Workshop

Sea++ will be part of Steam Workshop where it can be downloaded in-
game. 

 

Contribution

We want to everybody out there to publish their Sea++ modification on
Steam Workshop with the same kind of system we had in openbionic.  

 
Edible Holiday Candy Five Treats This Week Take a listen to the five treats
this week that I love or want to love! What is Hot Pockets? The spicy
sandwich-sized snack packs are made by Hostess, the maker of Wonder
Bread and Old El 
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A new character will be added,
Leo Whitefang, that will unlock
the color palettes as part of the
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DLC content. This new Leo will
be found in the Horseback
Canyon and has a black mane,
black head, and black tail. Each
of these six new color palettes
includes two colors, with a total
of twelve color palettes. These
color palettes are a special
homage to the original colors.
Contents of Pack: - Six new color
palettes for the game, unlocking
as part of the DLC content. - Two
NPC dialogue changes, for three
additional lines. - For those that
already unlocked the color
palettes, the new Leo's body
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colors will become available for
the NPC dialogue color palettes.
- For those that don't have Leo
Whitefang unlocked, these
colors will not be granted as
well. - For those that already
unlocked the NPC dialogue color
palettes, the new Leo's body
colors will become available for
those color palettes as well. -
The DLC content cannot be
enabled without the DLC in place
of the LEO in the game. GGXrd
Core Color Pack: This DLC will
add four new color palettes for
the game, that work perfectly
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with the core game's palette
pack. This package will include
new content for both the core
game and the standalone
version. Contents of Pack: - New
character color palettes. - Two
NPC dialogue changes, for three
additional lines. - For those that
already unlocked the color
palettes, they will be granted
the new NPC dialogue colors for
the NPCs that currently have
these dialogue color palettes. -
The DLC content cannot be
enabled without the DLC in place
of the LEO in the game. GGXrd
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Game Complete Content: This
DLC contains two of the three
color palettes that will be found
in the DLC package. Contents of
Pack: - GGXrd Core Color Pack +
GGXrd Extra Color Palettes - LEO
WHITEFANG Activation Code -
GGXrd Core Color Pack + GGXrd
Core Color Pack - ROUGE BLANC
ROUGE - This DLC must be
installed in place of the LEO in
the game for these color
palettes to become available.
GGXrd Unlockable Color Palettes
Pack: This DLC contains two of
the six color palettes that will be
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found in the DLC package.
Contents of Pack: - GGXrd Core
Color Pack + GGXrd Extra Color
Pal d41b202975

GGXrd Extra Color Palettes - LEO WHITEFANG
Crack + X64

Additional Palettes: The color
palettes that are added as extra
content to this DLC are only
available to those who have
purchased the DLC. Thank you
for your support! The GGXrd
Extra Color Palettes - LEO
WHITEFANG DLC adds six more
Leo Whitefang character color
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palettes to the game. It also
requires that Leo be unlocked in
the game for these color
palettes to be accessible.Adds
six more color palettes to Leo
Whitefang's line of Glaze
Brushes. Using them will allow
you to make Leo-themed
character color palettes. You can
use these color palettes in solo
missions or in team battles. Just
like the Leo Glaze Brushes, you
can buy each new color palette
at 800 Dil. The Leo Color
Palettes start from 60,000 Dil,
and the first one costs 30,000
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Dil.As a reward for buying this
DLC, we also give you the six
additional Leo Whitefang
character color palettes, which
start at 30,000 Dil. Using them
will allow you to make Leo-
themed character color palettes.
You can use these color palettes
in solo missions or in team
battles. Leo Whitefang / Level 26
Months of living in isolation
leave Leo with an interesting
mental barrier, and he uses it to
his advantage. It's important to
your team to take out the
opposing leader of the stage,
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but Leo doesn't do well against
other characters without his
barrier. He fights with his enemy
at the distance of his choice. In
this case, his distance is 20
meters. He has a great deal of
battlefield movement speed, as
well as a great deal of stamina.
This makes Leo a character that
should be given a good
advantage for team battles.
Also, for solo missions, Leo is not
as easily thrown off by character
switches, as he can easily turn
his attention to an enemy he has
locked on. As an added bonus,
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these color palettes can be used
with all your Leo Whitefang
Glaze Brushes. Check your prize
for the "Extra Color Palettes -
LEO WHITEFANG" DLC. You will
get the full color palettes as a
reward. As an added bonus, we
also give you the six additional
Leo Whitefang character color
palettes, which start at 30,000
Dil. Using them will allow you to
make Leo-themed character
color palettes. You can use these
color palettes in solo

What's new:
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$2.99 Premium 0 characters. 0 posts 0 posts 6 5
years ago 2 Reviews GNOME. I’m a Gnome over
here. What sort of sober size is the Extra
Palette? Yeah, that’d fit like a pegleg on a
pegboard at a NASCAR race. No – because I
won’t pay a single crippling dollar on a string of
palettes. Screw them. They took a single color
from the deal, called it Extra Color, told me it
was a palette, and charged $3.00 for over six
ounces of spaceblower debris. Remember it’s
June. I’m color challenged, so I giggle like a
schoolboy when I look at their two colors.
Tuxedo – a little greyish, Temptation – a little
brownish. I am a Gnome. What do these colors
make me? A common, base color. Grr. I’m a
Gnome. What color do I lust after? A certain
color, that’ll make the party fun and for some of
us, different. I like the yellow, for fun. I’ll sell
you yellow. It is what it is. I’m a Gnome. What
color do I most like to wear in a job? Of course, I
mean the vacuum online, what difference does
it make? I like black, I find it a simple color to
like. They don’t describe black as a “shade”. I’m
a Gnome. What color do I dislike to wear to
work? A reasonable gray that makes you look
grungy. Heck, just make the stuff black, and I’ll
throw black garbage bags over myself and
queue up at the inauguration. I’m a Gnome.
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What color do I use for honey pot? Then I’d have
to try them for $3.00 a piece. No! I’m a Gnome –
I’d rather be green. Two of those are different
colors from the stuff that I used to have. So I
have to buy new stuff and hope my next color
change will be just right for my needs. What 
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WARNING: As we all know, the internet can be a
dangerous place, and illegal behaviors aren't
tolerated. Not only that, but we believe strongly in
the integrity of the games we create. For that
reason, we do not actively participate in direct
download networks. Instead, we are always
interested in acquiring legal copies of the games we
create. Should you ever choose to download illegal
files, and attempt to crack our games, we will not,
and cannot, take any responsiblity for your illegal
activities. Features:
Install Game with custom installer (March 7, 2011
revision v2.3.4)
Added the X32 and X64 executables. (March 7, 2011
revision v2.3.3)
New Version compatible with Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 2008 R2, Windows 2008,
Windows XP SP2, Windows XP SP1 / SP3 (March 7,
2011 revision v2.3.0)
Bug fixes. (March 7, 2011 revision v2 

System Requirements For GGXrd Extra Color Palettes
- LEO WHITEFANG:

Minimum System Requirements
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As a point of reference, we will
use the following system
requirements to determine
whether a particular platform is
capable of running Game
Update 1.1: Required OS X
Version: OS X 10.11 El Capitan
or higher ( 10.9 - 10.11) OS X
10.11 El Capitan or higher (
10.9 - 10.11) Processor: Intel
Core i5/i7 dual core Intel Core
i5/i7 dual core RAM: 6 GB 6 GB
Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or
higher
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